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Abstract
This exploratory research analyzes math anxiety within a sample of NNMC math students by identifying anxiety related factors that contribute to poor learning styles resulting from lower dedication to academic studies within the part-time/full-time student population.

Statement of the Problem
The problem of this research is currently exploratory. Thus, it allows me as the researcher to collect data from Math classes at Northern New Mexico College with an interest to identify the relationship of math anxiety to learning.

Theory
The theory suspects that lower dedication to academic studies create anxiety for the student. This approach is an effective strategy for the researcher to support academic anxiety as well as finding accurate learning tools to meet successful academic performance.

Hypotheses
My hypothesis through this research is that there is a positive relationship between anxiety and the amount of academic dedication used for studies, such that an increase in anxiety will result in a lower amount of dedication to study. If my data does not support this theory, I will accept the null which is; that there is no positive relationship between anxiety and the amount of time dedicated to studies.

Data Collection & Methods
The sample used for this study was collected from students enrolled in math classes at Northern New Mexico College. Although a random sample is the best method to create data that is generalized to the population, because it eliminates any biases, the sample used is a purposive sample.


Data Analysis & Findings
Independent Variable:
The univariate quantitative graph below (see Table 3a) represents data results about how students feel about math or science, using the Likert scale to measure. In the variable (question) which states “I struggle” tests the hypothesis that those who have lower ability in math or science will be more likely to answer that they struggle. Most respondents said “A little bit”. The question that states math and science concepts come easy answered “somewhat”. The question that states, at first I don’t get math and science answered “a little bit”. Those that answered, I prefer science concepts to math said “not at all”. “A great deal” answered that they liked that math has a concrete answer as well as math and science are fun for me.

Data Analysis & Findings cont’d
Dependent Variable
A univariate analysis looks at one variable or one survey question at a time for the purpose of description. A univariate analysis takes the data and summarizes it by finding patterns. This analysis method is known as univariate distributions. In Table 3 below, the results of my dependent variable are given used to determine stress doing activities in Calculus math classes at Northern New Mexico College. The scale used in this method was the Likert scale. The table presented (Table 3b, Dependent Variables) suggests that there is a 5.00 or 4.00 maximum of an overall statistic for anxiety in math. Majority of the calculus students rated their responses as, “somewhat” or “moderately.”

Table 3a: Independent Variable
The univariate quantitative graph below (see Table 3a) represents data results about how students feel about math or science, using the Likert scale to measure.

Table 3b: Dependent Variable Math Anxiety
A univariate analysis looks at one variable or one survey question at a time for the purpose of description.

Conclusions
My findings show that there was indeed a positive relationship between anxiety and the amount of academic dedication used for studies, such that an increase in anxiety will result in a lower amount of dedication to study. As an exploratory researcher, my data suggest that majority of my sample size came from the part-time student population who had a 62.50% response rate for struggling a little bit in their academic performances and stress doing activities in Calculus math classes. Therefore; I will in-fact reject the null which is; that there is no positive relationship between anxiety and the amount of time dedicated to studies.
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